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The treatment of fever is o o .
antibiotic
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piece together the standard ledture
apparently given to South African
undergraduate mediCal students on
the treatment of infectious diseases.

From the stiict adherence by my
-olleagues to the precepts enun-
ciated in this case, I am convinced.
that I must have the basic lecture
almost word perfect.

The profesior would say:
"Ladies and Gentlemen, the treat-
ment of fever is conducted by means
of the judicious use of antibiotics. Of
this there is no doubt. ln training
hospitals. this may not always seem
so. However, in practice, it is well
known that scientific premises held in
the ivory tower have no value what.
ever. It is even debatable whether the
sarne germ outside of the hospital
setting does not undergo a special
mutation. Many astute cbservers in
private practice feel that viruses, for
example, become susceptible to an-
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organisms may embarrass you if the
patient's disease does not respond
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,fl J"il,f,lJ,i'"""* or a patient
questioning the use of antibiotics, the
clever use of terms like 'the preven-
tion of possible secondary invaders'
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Precrudes rurther

"The initial antibiotic prescribed by
the GP should be broad-spectrum,
(preferably the latest one recom-
mended by the most vociferous phan
maceutical house. lf an impatient pa.
tient has not responded within 24
hours a second antibiotic of a slmilar
nature may be prescribed. The dura-
tion of any one antibiotic dose should
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stage can both impress the patient
and cpnfound the refening GP into
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